Even if utopia is a place that

doesn't exist, this concept creates lots of
space for imagining things how we want
them to be. Activism usually goes hand in
hand with creating utopia, as we try
changing what is now by imagining a
different and better future we are aiming for.
The zine is the first step of forming a network
for activists in different fields aiming to share
their experiences and resources with one
another, finding collaborations for new
projects and realizing ideas. We want to
search together how future(s) could look like
without capitalism, patriarchy, state, nation
and structural discrimination. But we don't
want to wait forever, so we try to implement
these ideas into daily living, our collective
structures and friend circles to make bubbles
of utopia and aspects of a good life for all of
us in the present time.
This zine is a collection of seemingly random
ideas on utopia theme, where every
contributor brought their own vision
through texts, images and lists, questioning
possibility of utopia egzistence, striving for
eutopia or being anywhere in beetwen.
Hope that reading it will give you some
valuable insight of how utopia(s) can be and
make you dream bigger.
_cat and rasak
Utopia_now team

Get in contact

with us if you
are interested to join the network or want to
give us feedback:
utopia-now@riseup.net
The zine is avaliable for download via:
http://infoladen.kukuma.org/resources/

Contributions by

_cat; anonym, Daniel Caleb Thompson;
Deniz Beşer; Giannis; Hagen Klennert;
Irene Spanopoulou; Kathia von Roth; rasak;
Sophie Utikal; United Queerdom;
as well as support from several other people
- you are all awesome!

… after meeting
(to) much data input
... system "brain" shut down
... reboot
loading system
"automatic mode"
... system application "work-flow"
template "task list"
... processing
towards utopia ...

E(u)-topoi
1 Collective Horizons of
imagination, Hope and
Empowerment
It was not very long ago that I remember
myself thinking about utopian cityscapes,
and maybe it’s time to reveal a personal
secret: years now, there are some nights per
year that I’m lying in my bed waiting to be
caressed by the sleep but sleep refuses to
come. These nights I remember to feel a
bodily overflow of energy and creative
forces, but I refuse to stand up and start
things in the middle of the night, especially
when the next day I have to wake up early to
go to work. For years now, I have my receipt
for both entering into sleeping processes
and by the same time using my bodily
energy: every such night I build a new
utopian city, it’s like the p.c. game sim city
but without it! I think about the population,
the green spaces, the housing architectures
etc; Every time I insist in different traits of
cities plus different ideas about the
organizational side of the city (based on
environmental, non-commercial, free
services for all and an interconnected
practical mentality between all citizens
including non-human animals). Yes! It really
works for me, it’s my sleeping formula!
Which are the initial materials that I use as
startling point in my envisions before they all
enter in the mixer of imagination that finally
illustrate parts of my brand-new city? If I am
an embodied memory, as Rosi Braidotti says,
then my materials are all from the ‘’brainy’’/
tactual/visual/hearing memory, everyday
experiences, films and series, animations,
anime, comic strips, discussions, feeling,

concerns etc. This primal mnemonic index is
the result of informational input from the
collective works of others across the world,
collective and exchanging fictions shared
globally (reaching the EU and my home in it).
Some of these fictions come with a price, a
price that a few can pay; fortunately,
internet- which means access to a personal
computer and internet connection- allow
people to download and experience many of
the collective creativity of fictions of people
on earth. But what all these have to do with
the thematic of utopia? Well, even if fictions
help me sleep, my focus here is on the
affective capacity of the mixer of collective
imagination; a mixer which gives birth to
other fictions, to problems that I -and the
people I know- face in my and our everyday
life; to questions that have to do with the
multiple social traumas carved onto my/our
bodies, onto the minoritarian bodies of
other people, animals or plans.
The majority of the bodies on this planet are
centuries now minorities, while a minority
(hu-Mans, white, Eurocentric, full-abled, rich,
heteronormative etc) and its mentality (more
profit every year, the construction of self as
fixed and independent, care about nothing
but yourself, not trust anyone but yourself
etc) direct their values through wars,
colonialism, copyrighting law codes, ideas
and genes (for example Monsanto), media
etc. The enhanced power of the dynamics of
traumatization are causing pain, anger,
despair. It’s the Syrian and afghan refugees
that seek safety and piece in EU from the

death of wars; my parents that think I am gay
because I have abnormal DNA and
hormones ; Golden Dawn and other neoNazi groups and parties that get growing in
Europe while the failed post-nationalistic
project of Europe is a neo-liberal laboratory
(Just to mention an example: EU funds MA
programs only if the university puts tuition
fees, and by doing this pushes public and
free universities, like in Greece, to price their
educational programmes, and in long term
changes the mentality and ethics of public
and free education in a country); my empty
pockets; the depression and tiredness in the
words and faces of activists I see and speak;
unbearable housing prices in the North EU
and expensive daily products in South
Europe; the salary drop during capitalist’s
crises and the extermination of the standard
8 working hours per day ; the opposition
(and hate sometimes) between activists
(anarchists, lefties, environmentalists etc)
and their exclusions and violence to
feminists and LGBTQI; the deathly
exploitation of animals and plant systems for
economic growth; Oh this list of negative
affectivity never ends.
But when I create my cityscapes, the streets
and buildings and schools and clothes and
colours in my nighty imagination I rework
each time a bunch of these traumas, I figure
out how it is to live without traffic jam and
money problems, free trains and buses and
trams that takes you everywhere. The last
months I watched countless episodes of
Dragon Ball series and movies, and I am
thinking about the practicality of the
utopian inventions of Capsule Corp such as
its moving vehicles and houses and

spacecrafts. I watch Studio Ghibli’s movies
and I dream about the utopian flying
machines; the anime series Ghost in the
Shell and think about becoming a cyborg
and the insides of a feminist figuration of
cyborg written by Donna Haraway in her
Cyborg Manifesto; The dynamism, cleverness
and courage of the mutant girl Lila from the
series Futurama. Its 2015 and the eutopian
(ευ-τοπος=territory of prosperity and
happiness) future didn’t came yet. It’s this
freezing feeling of timeless series of violent
past circles: wars, hate, people in hunger,
homeless people, racisms, xenophobia, the
bodies of the brand-new witches that are
hunted and burned such as the
governmental hunt of HIV positive sex
workers in Athens in 2012. Yes, I seek hope
and empowerment in e-utopian narratives,
not only to escape from the present
nightmares, but also to imagine how this
world could have been and the countless
possibilities of practical creativity in the here
and now. Social change never comes in a
blink of an eye, the subversion of the current
violence needs the collective horizons of
everyone’s imagination, need experiments,
need the failing of experiments and
practices in order to update and expand
them. Utopias are my short-term trip to
hope, enhancing my hope means to
empower my self’s ecology and thus the
endurance of my actions; it’s a trip where I
transform problems into solutions, and
before leaving ‘’the dream’’ I remember to
carry its creative potentials back to my bed,
house, neighbourhood, city, webpages,
continent, to where I move, meet and act.

It was not very long ago that I remember
asking myself ‘’How many utopias do I know
and could count?’’ Well, I always start filing
this catalogue with Ursula K. Le Guin’s books
but then I stop and I think again that the vast
majority of fictions are dystopian narratives!
Robots, mutants, cyborgs and people are
fighting and destroying each other in media
(Terminator etc)! I still carry this heavy
feeling that I have since I read the book
Brave New World and 1984. It’s this message
that dystopias pass on to people that render
them political, calling people to act in order
to avoid this or that horrific future. Dystopias
are political but how about utopias? Are the
utopias a-political and comforting narratives
distracting people from the problems of the
present and reassuring them that in the
future everything will be magically
(technologically) solved? Maybe, but it’s the
same as with dystopian narratives which for
many are just another personal
entertainment to consume in the free time. I
want to express and share a question about
it: is it the same to try to avoid a future with
what to include when forming it? If we know
some futures that we don’t like but we don’t
have pictures of a better futures how we will
start building it? It is not the case I confront
dystopian narratives rather that we cannot
go further if we do not start producing
collective images of how we want our
personal/social relations, what kind of
economy we want, what houses and free
services we want. My experience says that
the culture of ‘’do not do’’ is not sustainable,
rather saves the lower limits of our sharing
life while holding back the dynamic
capacities of our collaboration (and its
failures if we want to be grounded).

An excellent example of what I’m speaking
about is bio/technology. Fictional and
current images of which, for example drones
and CCTV, keep supporting the ‘’alienation’’,
isolation, cynicalization, dehumanization
and the death of humanity and all earthly
life; images that call us to confront
technology and which are reducing it to a
tool in the hands of the small ‘’majority’’ that
is developing it (private companies and
authoritarian states). Do I have to wait for
‘’the massive technological mistake’ of
humanity in order to learn how to handle
technology? Do I have this privilege? Do we
all, as organic bodies, have this privilege?
Technological inventions are formed by
people’s imaginations. Politics are fictions
too, in a way, drones that carry bombs are
like the gulag, bureaucracy and hierarchy of
past Socialist Unions or the modes of
surveillance and punishment of all
democratic states. I really blame a software
that doesn’t work well, I really blame the
developers of that program, but I also have
to blame myself and everyone else that we
do not learn how to improve if not develop
one; the same way that (as a student and
teacher) I blame educational systems that
produce nationalistic, racistic and
fragmentary knowledge. Is it the economics
that I hate or specific fictions of it? How
utopian feminist/ postcolonial and
ecological technology/ city/ house/
software/ educational systems/ economics
would be? We don’t like the current fictions
but why do we have to wait for mistakes to
continue? Well, I support that either we
transform or even create anew ones we need
to choose some parts of the present and mix
them with our activist fictions and eutopias,

and keep updating them with insides of the other people’s utopias around us; and it’s this
cruelty that I feel every time that I bring my utopias to my life; it is like the empty space (gap)
between the dystopian present and the utopian future that is hard for my brain/ nervous
system/ psychology and feelings. But then again, it’s the empty space that I need to develop,
achievable eutopias that offer practical changes and empower the duration of my actions and
utopian thought of collective and massive change of small parts of the present, of bringing
utopia very close, like a timetable of checked utopias that we achieve. A timetable like this
exists, just remember the collective development of free software, the solidarity movements
of people that help and support other humans, animals and ecologies around the world. If
dystopias leave us with what we have to avoid, then we need to develop and expand
reachable and permanently updated utopias that include transformation of present problems
into their passage to inclusive ones for every-body.
EU(rope)-topia and e(lectronic)-utopia need to be continuously reworked and become more
inclusive, open to the personal positions of as many as possible, open to all economic/
political and war refugees (and everyone else). U-topia is u-topoi (no territory), but is also urtopia, my-topia, our- topia, and since you, me and our fictions exist in our absolutely material
brain, then are not ‘’just fictions’’ but real and possible futures inside our memories and
nervous systems. We just need to work with them, to bring them to the here and now, to share
them with others. Our feminist, socialist, anarchical, environmental, critical post-humanist (etc)
utopias are our open-ended (and not fixed like Futurism’s future) horizons of hope and
empowerment. The material nature of our bodily utopias affect us with affirmative forces; in
this respect, our collective utopias are empowering affections which then help us affect our
everyday nervous system, collaborations, thinking, feelings, strategic actions and activisms.

Pussytopia
Daniel Caleb Thompson

All the uneasy and sordid services
about these halls are performed by
their slaves; but the dressing and cooking
their meat, and the ordering their tables,
belong only to the women, all those of every
family taking it by turns. -- St. Thomas More,
Utopia 1
For discording within the paternalistic
orthodox Russian social system, members of
the band Pussy Riot were arrested in 2012
and subsequently imprisoned. As if life were
being given stage direction straight from
Utopia, "... celebrity ballerina Anastasia
Volochkova called for the musicians to
repent publicly for their obscenity-laced
performance in Christ the Savior Cathedral
and be punished by cleaning public
restrooms," according to Natalya Krainova
from The Moscow Times 2. Volochkova's blog
post reads: "Церковь должна призвать их к
публичному покаянию, и пусть борются за
правду, начищая до блеска общественные
туалеты!!!" 3
The original notion of utopia, as coined in
the 16th century by St. Thomas More (the
patron saint of ♥LAWYERS♥), was a satire
about the political landscape in Europe and
in Britain specifically. In Greek, the word
means non-place, or a place that cannot
exist, coming from οὐ (not) and τόπος
(place). Technically speaking, the word
"strictly describes any non-existent society
'described in considerable detail'". 4 In
common usage however, the word has come
to mean a society that is better than current
society, or a "good place". Ironically, some
time before his beheading and subsequent

canonization, More even wrote about how
his Utopia was not to be confused with
Eutopia, the latter of which would have
meant good place. Unfortunately, these
words sound the same when spoken and is
likely the reason for the semantic drift. This
text uses the term Utopia as intended by
More.
Because it is not a place, neither are there
real living, breathing inhabitants of Utopia
nor is there a chance that it could ever exist.
As a non-place, it can neither be good nor
bad. It cannot even be better than reality
because it simply does not exist. This is one
of the tenets of fiction in general and satire
in specific.
Nevertheless, the philosophical problem of
society approached in More's thought
experiment is a grand balancing act where
individual freedoms are subverted for the
higher purpose of achieving collective goals.
Fulfilling these goals, such as the
banishment of vice in its many forms and
keeping the workforce active and motivated,
ultimately required punishment for that
which had been deemed to be transgressive.
Indeed, to remind people of their privileged
position in Utopia, a class of "others" without
said privileges needed to be constructed: A
slice of society visually and occupationally
different. In More's Utopia, instead of putting
the morally deficient in jails, they would be
turned into slaves for the "good" families
who:
... make their chamber-pots and close-stools
of gold and silver, and that not only in their

public halls but in their private houses. Of
the same metals they likewise make chains
and fetters for their slaves, to some of which,
as a badge of infamy, they hang an earring of
gold, and make others wear a chain or a
coronet of the same metal... 1
The only theoretical danger in a planned
society such as that "lived" by these fictional
characters in Utopia, is the danger of the
unpredictable, the danger of the novum. To
this end it is important that new ideas and
thinking in general are kept to a minimum if not banished entirely. This created a
performance culture composed of selfcensorship and party-identification. Those
unable to walk the straight and narrow line
of acceptable behaviour are transformed by
society into slaves. This socio-structural
design not only limits the ability for
revolution to occur, but also manifests a
dependence upon the past as a type of
unifying identity and blueprint for the
future: A place where everything stays as it
has always been.
In his lecture in 1951, Heidegger
paraphrased exactly this fear as described by
Nietzsche: "As far as authentic thought and
thinking is concerned, Nietzsche recognized
more clearly than any before him that there

was an emerging necessity of social
transformation - because of the danger that
the mensch living as a result of the past
obstinately constructs their reality on top of
the mere superficial surface of their previous
existence, which enforces the application of
the outermost surface of these surfaces to
serve as the [confining] space within which
their experience on planet Earth can be
valid." 6
In this sense, the irony of "utopian" thinking
in its (misguided) contemporary form is that
it perverts experience into dreaming about
something that can never exist. This cements
the mensch's position in the present as a
function of everything that has ever
happened - and distances the mensch's
position from that which could be.
Unfortunately, the mere act of thinking
about the constituency of "utopia" absolves
the individual of direct, real responsibility for
themselves, their planet and society; the
semantic distance between lived reality and
"ideality" is so great that the utopist is
literally prevented from changing society.
Indeed, merely thinking about a non-place
depressingly confines one to the reality lived
in.
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a place where
my body is healthy and my back and my belly are
       
my resources in my friendships and my worth is not
determined by my productivity and I am not afraid
to disagree because my connections will endure this
and simply being is already belonging and there is
no dominant group only one and its ok if others
have more because there is enough and I can feel
safe wherever I go, even welcome.

Sophie Utikal

Utopian movies to
make us feel good
Anyone more or less related to Animal rights
movement can tell you that it's quite easy to
burn out and start hatting the world. It's a
sphere of activism where changes are small
and slow and being aware of all that
ignorance and cruelty in the world might
make you feel depressed, powerless and
loose faith in humanity. So not to go into
that dark place, you must find a channel of
positive energy to recharge yourself and
continue working on a cause.

Midnight in Paris (2011, directed by Woody
Allen)
Although a bit moralising comedy about
idealising past time as better than the one
we live in, it's not only pleasant to watch, but
also makes one dream of being able to
spend time with people one highly admires.
Inspiring, dreamy and uplifting.

Rushmore (1998, directed by Wes Anderson)
One of my favourite ways to recover is
watching movies. At first I wanted to make a
utopian movies list, but then realised that
most of movies are utopian anyway, because
even though some genres are more likely to
be utopian (like sci-fi and animation), most
of them tell stories happening in nonexistant places (other inhabited planets, the
future, the past reimagined through the eyes
of the contemporary people, etc.). So to
narrow down, I decided to list just a few
movies, that has a power to take me away
from the harsh realities into their utopian
universe, for at least a little while.

Timer (2009, directed by Jac Schaeffer)
This movie is one of these quite popular sci-fi
romance movies and might seem quite flat
and predictable, but what I find fascinating
about it is that it's based in a society
obsessed with the technology determining
who your true love is. I watch it over an over
again to grasp how this imaginary piece of
technology highly impacts the social
relationships in movie's universe.

Being a huge fan of Wes Anderson, I had to
include at least one movie to this list and
Rushmore seems the best as it's one of his
oldest and most utopian of W. Anderson's
movies. Story is based on a boy who is not
doing well academically but being gifted
with extraordinary personality and vision,
starting all kinds of extracurricular clubs and
directing most wonderfull plays. It gives
hope that being different and idealistic,
striving for all kinds of even silliest goals
works out eventually.

Benny and Joon (1993, directed by Jeremiah
Chechik)
Another romantic movie where two weird
people fall in love and strive to be together,
but all their weirdness seems so inspiring, so
extraordinary and touching, boosting
creativity of those who are watching. Helps
to appreciate all kinds of quirks and
messiness of individuality.

Pleasantville (1998, directed by Gary Ross)
When fiction seems more pleasant,
comforting than a real life and suddenly you
have a chance to become a character in your
favourite tv-show, it turns out it's not what
you expected. Turns out that characters even
in the most perfect tv universe strive for the
same things as any other real person: love,
recognition, passion, fun, creative expression
and life is not always just pleasant, but that's
a good thing, as it's also adventurous, silly,
brave, mysterious and not knowing what's
going to happen is thrilling, so giving up on
an unpredictable future which might be
really interesting and good is just not a
smart choice.

Contact (1997, directed by Robert Zemeckis)
I know that most of the activists are atheists
and it's your choice if you are, but I never
actually understood where one finds hope if
you believe that we are all alone in this
universe and life on Earth is more or less an
accident? And still there is a scientific field of
study searching for a cognitive, intelligent
beings in cosmos who might want to
communicate with us. So I guess this movie
is so actractive to me because of this aspect
of hope that these beings are not only more
advanced in a technollogy but also good
willing, helpful and protective of us.

Scott Pilgrim vs. the World (2010, Edgar
Wright)
Let's face it, life is hard. Some times are much
harder than others, like all these situations
where all at once everything that is familiar
and comfortable is lost: you don't have a job,
need to move out, relationship is not
working out well and your band replaces
you for another player. Is that the end? Oh
no, it's not. It's just a starting point of
something unfamiliar, something to fight for
either might a new person in your life with
their haunted past or your self respect. Life is
a computer game.

There could be so much more movies in this
list, that it might be almost endless. Maybe it
will have a zine of it's own some one day of
all the utopian movies that make us feel
better, but that it for now.

rasak
rasak is a person more or less always in
transition to somewhere better, trying out
different fields of life with the hope to find
herself. At the moment searching for a home
in Vilnius, Lithuania, trying not to suck at her
dream (but not well paid) job in arts field,
rediscovering writing, feeling guilt of not
being active in animal rights for months now
and spending countlesss hours on Skype
due to long distance relationship.

Ich glaube | Eintritt in
eine neue Realität
Ich sorge für mich, indem ich mir nehme,
herstelle oder erbitte, was ich brauche. Ich
vertraue darauf, dass alles vorhanden ist, was
ich brauche, denn nichts ist neu.
Wenn ich habe, was ich brauche, gebe ich
meine Kraft in die Gemeinschaft, die mich
umgibt. Tue ich dies nicht, lähmt oder verletzt
mich die überschüssige Energie, derer es an
anderer Stelle mangelt.
Ich bin eine Kraft. Eine Kraft braucht eine
Richtung und kann sich nicht auflösen, sie
kann sich nur verteilen.
Published under the Creative Commons license CC BY-NC-ND

Kathia von Roth (Hamburg, DE) arbeitet in der
„Kunst [als] Raum der Realität werdenden
Fiktion, in dem alle Möglichkeiten gedacht
und zumindest symbolisch erprobt werden
dürfen.“ (RLF*). Ausgebildet als
Theaterregisseurin entwickelt sie
Partizipationsstrukturen für kollektives
Arbeiten und erforscht Spielmechaniken. Im
Spannungsfeld zwischen fantastischem Spiel
und performativer Handlungsaufforderung
zeichnet die Künstlerin feine
Sozialkarikaturen, öffnet utopische
Erfahrungsräume und schafft
Reflexionshorizonte. Die ihrer künstlerischen
Arbeit zu Grunde liegende Idee ist eine neue
Form der überstaatlichen, dezentralisierten
und nachhaltig selbstorganisierten
Gemeinschaft, die auf
Eigenverantwortlichkeit, Vertrauen und
Aufgeklärtheit basiert.
*RLF Manifest SHOW YOU ARE NOT AFRAID

Ich biete allen Mitgliedern des Utopia
Netzwerks an, Schlafplätze und Kontakte in
Hamburg und/oder Deutschland zu
organisieren und freue mich auf
Kooperationen und Austausch.
Kontakt www.kathiavonroth.de

I believe | Admission
to Utopia
I care for myself by taking, asking for - or
producing what I need.
I am confident that everything I need is there,
because nothing is new.
When I have everything I need, I supply my
power to the community that surrounds me.
If I am not supplying my power where it is
needed, it will hurt or paralyze me.
I am a force. A force has direction and cannot
dissolve; it can only spread.
Published under the Creative Commons license CC BY-NC-ND

Kathia von Roth is a theatre directress, doing
researches in participatory structures and
game mechanics. She invents social analog
games to create spaces for experiencing, wich
enable strangers and friends to perceive trust,
respect and the potential of communal
problem-solving.
Working for the idea of a decentral and
sustainably self-organized society, she trusts
in the possibilty of change through playing
games and in the power of transdisciplinary
thinking. Art is a protected space, where
utopian ideas become reality and strategies
of action can be practiced and developed.
I offer to host every member of utopia
network who comes to Hamburg and/or
Germany. I'm looking forward to cooperation
and the exchange of ideas and concepts of
utopia. Contact via www.kathiavonroth.de

When I first read about the

Utopia zine, I was really happy this new
space would host our radical ideas and
vision of emancipated livehood. But
however great this felt there a question that
didn’t stop buzzing my mind. How can we
talk about utopia without addressing
dystopia? How can we be sure that our
utopia will not reform to a dehumanized,
totalitarian scheme of disaster?
As we grow older it has come to my
attention, that life is a very weird and
challenging situation that we have found
ourselves into, dealing with its complexities
with every breath we take. There are a lot of
parameters, possibilities, paths and aspects
of what we understand as the reality of life.
And, moreover, that differs accordingly to
class, gender and locality, luck and agency.
We talk about privileges. Class struggle. The
underprivileged. Desire. Desires.
But what we sometimes fail to put into
perspective is the organic fluidity of
everything that surrounds us. What we do
not do, is take a step back, seize the
moment, recognize ourselves as historiopolitical subjects, and listen to the raw
palpitation of life that underlies. Zoom in
again.
The last years we are experiencing the
sociopolitical decline of what we now call
Europe, focal point of attention being the
financial turbulence in Greece. This has led to
a lot of criticism of how we do things, how
our parents did things, and what lives we
want to live. Grassroots groups continue to
spring, and everyone has become political,
leaving behind the horrific years of apolitical
indulgence. Now everything is political.
Everything has become a trend. Queer is a
cool. Gay is posh. “Black lives matter”, slogans
are crossed out at UK universities being

replaced by, “white lives matter too-police
kills whites too”. “Fight islamophobia” is very
polemic, what about christianophobia of the
ones that fight islamophobia?
Precarious lives are becoming ‘cool’ lives,
alternative to old dominant culture, aligned
with the spirit of the era that prompts us to
‘live fast and die young’. A system that values
consumption more than anything else.
Experiences, ideas, politics, feelings, all sorts
of relationships have become commodities
in the hands of neoliberal practices. And
people play along.
Zoom out. This system has been there before
you and everyone you know was even born.
We have embraced precarity, we have been
following the fashionable politics of queer
and of the underprivileged. We feel radical
by turning the experience of living in the
margins to its head. We are becoming a
dystopian reflection of our utopic politics.
This neo-colonialism is the appropriation of
the margins.
So, it is not about the utopian societies or
places we need and want to create. The
question is how are we going to build
inclusive safe places. Spaces that promote
active participation to the local community,
that will not recreate, reform and reestablish hierarchical structures. We do not
need teachers, we need facilitators. We do
not need leaders, we need a solidarity
network of people. We do not need feminist
men, feminist slogans, feminist propaganda,
all these can go as far. We need to redesign
society. We need to understand deeply the
works and structures of the existing norms,
avert patriarchal politics and practices, and
suggest a new system with different values.
But how do you change a system without
using power and power games? How to
create a totally different and sustainable
system, more to the point, how to persuade

the majority to embrace a completely
different system? How are we going to do all
that without becoming emperor in the place
of emperor?
info about me:
I am exploring the
doings of this
world, shifting
from technical
expertise to
academic readings
and grassroots
activism. What I
can offer, is
genuine interest in
other people's
lives, background
and stories. Words
and pictures are
my tools.

Incompleat List of
utopia literature we
love:
Octavia E. Butler: Lilith's Brood bzw.
Xenogenesis, Trilogie bestehend aus
Dawn [1987]
Adulthood Rites [1988]
Imago [1989]
Ursula K. Le Guin
The Left Hand Of Darkness [1969]
The Word for World Is Forest [1972]
The Dispossessed: An Ambiguous Utopia
[1974]
Marge Piercy
He, She and It [1991]
und - noch nicht gelesen - Woman On The
Edge Of Time [1976]
Michael de Larrabeiti
The Borribles [1976]
The Borribles Go For Broke [1981]
The Borribles: Across the Dark Metropolis
[1986]
Nicola Griffith
Ammonite [1993]
Derrick Jensen & Stephanie McMillan
The knitting circle rapist annihilation squad
[2012]

Doris Lessing
The Canopus in Argos: Archives series (19791983)
begining with: Shikasta [1979]
Neal Stephenson
Snow Crash [1992] (its maybe not so much
utopia)
Pamela Sargent
The Shore of Women [1986]

Link List :
work in progress
Wenn du die Liste kommentieren magst, mit
uns links teilen magst, Literatur verweise
hast -> schau im pad vobei und trag die Infos
ein.
For comments, adding stuff to the list,
sharing links and literature visit the pad
>>>> https://utopia-now.titanpad.com/5
passwort is: lesenlesen

